
PUBLIC AREAS

Especially for public areas, IKC develops 

play concepts where children can play to 

their hearts’ content. Happy parents stay 

longer and return more often.

Children welcome? 
Create play and fun, 
and reap the benefi ts!

IKC READY-TO-PLAY
Wall games

Interactive play systems
Softplay

IKC COLLECTIONS
IKC Classic
IKC Monster

IKC Arctic

IKC ELEMENTS
Play systems
Wall panels
Play houses

Fences
EPDM fl oor

Mural design
Software

IKC CUSTOM MADE
Play corners

Custom software

IKC FURNITURE
Kids furniture

Softplay

Turning play into profi t International Kids Concepts
HQ EUROPE
Dronten, The Netherlands
+31 (0)321 38 77 30
sales@ikcplay.com

International Kids Concepts
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A higher visitor satisfaction thanks 
to playing and fun

The power of playing
We see that every single day. And there is a 
good reason why we say: turning play into 
profi t. Playing works. And an investment in 
playing and fun always pays off. For example, 
in a longer visit, a quieter space, a better 
visitor experience, and more returning visitors. 
Moreover, the playing children of today are your 
future customers.

Our full-service philosophy
This means that we take care of everything. You 
only have to choose which concept best meets 
your wishes and requirements. We do the rest. 
This is how we create play value together. Our 
full-service philosophy translates into:

• extensive advice
• choice from our collections
• or: a custom design
• complete installation and maintenance
• broad warranty

Safety is our number one priority
Especially when dealing with playing children. 
That is why we produce all products in our 
factory so we can guarantee the safety of our 
products at all times. All our products are also 
SGS certifi ed according to the EN-71 standard, 
which means that they are guaranteed to be 
safe and durable.

We know exactly what children want
And what works in different spaces. Airports, 
shopping centres, government buildings, 
institutions: you will fi nd our play concept 
everywhere. We’ll be happy to offer our exper-
tise and experience when it comes to playing 
and the value of play. Would you like to know 
more about the power of playing? Then please 
don’t hesitate to contact us.

“Our play concepts work. They offer children endless 
playing and fun in all kinds of different places around the 
world. That results in relaxed parents and relaxed children 

who feel welcome.”



“IKC designed a completely unique 
play area for Emma’s Ecke which 

perfectly fits the BvB style.”

Visual Merchandising Professional
Borussia Dortmund Football Club Germany

 


